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Introduction 

FIL Life Insurance (Ireland) Designated Activity Company (dac) (“FIL Life Ireland”) is a Life Insurance 

Undertaking subject to Solvency II and authorised by the Central Bank of Ireland under the European 

Union (Insurance and Reinsurance) Regulations 2015 (S.I. No. 485 of 2015) to carry on Class III 

(Contracts linked to Investment Funds) Life Insurance business in Ireland. 

The principal activity of the Company is to provide unit linked life insurance policies, linked to a broad 

range of funds managed by the FIL Limited group of companies (“FIL”) and selected third party fund 

partners.  The life insurance policy is offered to Policyholders as an investment solution for 

International Retirement Savings Plans (IRSP) and Pan European Institutions for Occupational 

Retirement Provision (IORP) operated by the Policyholders.  Through the policy the Policyholder can 

invest in life funds which wrap underlying funds provided by FIL and third-party fund partners.  Where 

a Policyholder selects the FIL Life Ireland life insurance policy as their investment solution this in turn 

provides participants in the IRSP and IORP access to the funds available on the FIL Life Ireland Platform 

(the “Platform”). 

 

Sustainability Disclosures 

The purpose of this document is to publish FIL Life Ireland’s investment disclosures relating to 

sustainability as required by the Regulation (EU) 2019/2088 of the European Parliament and of the 

Council on sustainability related disclosures in the financial service sector. 

 

The funds listed in Appendix 1, which are available through the FIL Life Ireland Platform are classified 

as funds promoting sustainable characteristics (known as article 8 funds). Other funds where 

sustainability risk may or may not be relevant (known as article 6 funds) are also available through the 

FIL Life Ireland platform. Currently there are no funds with specific sustainable investment objectives 

(known as article 9 funds) on the Platform. The full list of funds available per scheme can be accessed 

within PlanViewer. 

 

In relation to the funds identified as promoting sustainable characteristics (article 8), the “do not harm” 

principle applies only to the investments underlying the financial product that take in to account the 

EU criteria for environmentally sustainable economic activities.  The investments underlying the 

remaining portion of the financial product do not take in to account the EU criteria for environmentally 

sustainable economic activities. 

 

Similarly, the funds available through the FIL Life Ireland Platform which do not promote sustainable 

characteristics or have sustainable investment objectives, the investments underlying these financial 

products do not take in to account the EU criteria for environmentally sustainable economic activities. 

 

In accordance with the initial requirements, different timelines are stipulated for different elements 

of the Regulations and more prescriptive detail is to follow in early 2022.   This document is relating 

to all disclosures required to be in place by 10 March 2021. 
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FIL Life Ireland level disclosures 

The following section sets out key information in relation to the assessment of sustainability risks and 

the approach taken by FIL Life Ireland. 

 

 

Sustainability Risk Policies 

The process in place ensures that environmental, social and governance (ESG) factors are considered 

in the selection of funds available on the Platform. 

1) Special consideration and preference in selecting funds will be given to asset managers who 

have signed the United Nation’s Principles for Responsible Investments (PRI) - a voluntary framework 

for incorporating ESG issues into investment decision-making and ownership practices. Funds 

available on the Platform will be selected from multiple asset managers, so this will apply to 3rd party 

fund managers as well as to Fidelity. Fidelity is already a signatory of the PRI. 

2) Fund level ESG ratings along with an explanation of the rating scale and methodology are 

currently being developed. Once they are finalised, they will be made available to members through 

the online member portal to provide the necessary visibility to members to help them make their 

investment decisions.  

Since Responsible Investing continues to evolve, FIL Life Ireland will continue to monitor the progress 

and update our approach and policies as needed. 

Investment management is provided by Fund Managers. These managers may all have different 

policies in place in relation to the integration of sustainability risk. All are however regulated by 

competent authorities in Europe and are subject to the same or similar ESG disclosure regulations. 

Please refer to Appendix 2 for more information on the polices of the Fund Managers available 

through the Platform on the integration of sustainability risks in their decision-making process. 

 

Adverse sustainability impacts  

As referred to above FIL Life Ireland is not a Fund Manager but selects funds provided by European 

regulated managers both within Fidelity and outside.  FIL Life Ireland continues to work with all 

managers on their platform to obtain information specifically required to be disclosed under the 

Regulation; to assist with its reporting requirements in relation to principal adverse impacts on 

sustainability factors and other sustainability regulatory requirements as required. The information 

received is set out under Appendix 3. 

 

FIL Life Ireland Remuneration Policy 

FIL Life Ireland has reviewed the Remuneration Statement/Policy in relation to the integration of 

sustainability risks and considers the policy consistent with the integration of such risks. The related 

section of the Remuneration Statement/Policy is included under Appendix 6. 

 

Integration of Sustainability Risks and Impact on Returns 

The Platform offers a wide range of life funds suitable for the investment needs of FIL Life Ireland’s 

Policyholders.  Through the Platform, Policyholders have access to different types of funds both 

passive and active providing exposure to different markets and risk profiles - including ESG. ESG risks 

are integrated into the underlying fund managers investments selection processes to different 
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degrees; most consider sustainability risks in their investment processes for all investment decision 

making. Some offer funds with specific ESG characteristics or investment objectives. For example, 

available on the Platform are a selection of funds that specifically promote environmental and/or 

social characteristics. Details of these funds are set out below.  

 

Please note under the document section in PlanViewer you can find an additional document which 

provides an assessment of the likely impacts of sustainability risks on returns. 

 

Fund level disclosures  

As well as information relating to FIL Life Ireland’s approach to integrating sustainability risks in its 

policies, governance, and investment selection process overall, the Regulations set out the 

requirement to provide more detailed information in relation to certain types of fund. All insurance 

companies, pensions schemes and asset managers are required to do this to help investors select 

funds with ESG characteristics or objectives should they wish.  Please refer to Appendix 5 for further 

details. 

 

Review of disclosures 

FIL Life Ireland is responsible for ensuring the information provided to Policyholders is accurate, 

current and in line with all legislative and regulatory requirements.  In this regard FIL Life Ireland is 

responsible for keeping the information in this disclosure document up to date. As part of its overall 

oversight responsibilities a review will be conducted on a regular basis, and any amendments will be 

published on the website, in this document, with a clear explanation of the amendment. 

 



Appendix 1 - Classification of funds promoting sustainable characteristics 

available on the FIL Life Ireland Platform 
UNDERLYING FUND MANAGER UNDERLYING FUND NAME 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fidelity 

FF - America Fund 
FF - ASEAN Fund 
FF - Emerging Market Debt Fund 
FF - Emerging Markets Fund 
FF - Euro Bond Fund 
FF - European Growth Fund 
FF - European High Yield Fund 
FF - European Multi Asset Income Fund 
FF - Flexible Bond Fund 
FF - Global Bond Fund 
FF - Global Corporate Bond Fund 
FF - Global Demographics Fund 
FF - Global Focus Fund 
FF - Global High Yield Fund 
FF - Global Inflation-linked Bond Fund 
FF - Global Thematic Opportunities Fund 
FF - Greater China Fund 
FF - India Focus Fund 
FF - Nordic Fund 
FF - Pacific Fund 
FF - Sustainable Asia Equity Fund 
FF - Sustainable Euro Cash Fund 
FF - Sustainable Europe Equity Fund 
FF - Sustainable Eurozone Equity Fund 
FF - Sustainable Global Equity Fund 
FF - Sustainable Japan Equity Fund 
FF - Sustainable Multi Asset Income Fund 
FF - Sustainable Climate Bond Fund 
FF - Sustainable Strategic Bond Fund 
FF - Sustainable US Dollar Cash FundFF - Sustainable 
US Equity Fund 
FF - Sustainable Water & Waste Fund 
FF - US Dollar Bond Fund 
FF - World Fund 

Alliance Bernstein AB Eurozone Equity Portfolio 

Blackrock BlackRock ESG Multi Asset Fund 

Ninety One Ninety One Global Multi-Asset Sustainable Growth 

Robeco Robeco QI Global Multi-Factor Credits 
 



Appendix 2 - The Fund Managers Policies relating to the integration of 

sustainability risks in their decision-making process, available through 

FIL Life Ireland. 
 

The relevant information for each fund manager can be accessed by following the relevant links 

LINK TO FUND MANAGER PROSPECTUS 

Aberdeen Standard 

Alliance Bernstein (AB) 

BlackRock Global Funds & BlackRock Global Index Funds 
 

Fidelity 

Franklin Templeton 

Fulcrum 

HSBC 

Legg Mason 

MFS 

Ninety One 

PIMCO 

Robeco 

T Rowe Price 

 

The full list of funds available per scheme can be accessed within PlanViewer, and the prospectuses 

provided by the links above are for all funds under the respective fund managers, not just the ones 

available on PlanViewer. 

If the links do not work automatically, please copy and paste the link directly into the browser. 

 

  

https://www.abrdn.com/docs?editionid=f324e842-dfbd-49d4-ac32-126e3dc41d4e
https://www.alliancebernstein.com/funds/abii/documents/Prospectus/Prospectus-AB-SICAV-I-EN.pdf
https://www.blackrock.com/uk/individual/literature/prospectus/blackrock-global-funds-prospectus-emea-en.pdf
https://www.blackrock.com/uk/intermediaries/literature/prospectus/blackrock-global-index-funds-prospectus-emea-en.pdf
https://www.fidelityinternational.com/legal/documents/FF/en/pr.ff.en.xx.pdf
https://www.franklintempleton.lu/download/en-lu/common/h6fjq4nh/Franklin-Templeton-Shariah-Funds-Prospectus-February-28-2021.pdf
https://www.fulcrumasset.com/uploads/2022/01/267b7a421d455baa1edbc2ac345481c0/prospectus-fulcrum-ucits-sicav-september-2021.pdf
https://www.assetmanagement.hsbc.co.uk/en/institutional-investor/fund-centre/lu0466842654?t=5
https://www.franklintempleton.co.uk/download/en-gb/PROSPECTUS/ab4a1343-b325-4d94-a7a9-727679dbc92a/prospectus-main-lmgf-en-gb.pdf
https://www.mfs.com/content/dam/mfs-enterprise/mfscom/products/prospectus/fcp_uk_cpro.pdf
https://ninetyone.com/-/media/documents/prospectus/91-gsf-under-luxembourg-law-prospectus-en.pdf
https://www.pimco.co.uk/handlers/displaydocument.ashx?c=G7096Y207&wd=Prospectus&fn=GIS%20Prospectus%20UK.pdf&id=EQXlhGSekxemCYSs3fQRQMOnXKMRAz0b%2fKW%2f%2fESFJlVcfgDne7cASaugFx3g6qZNesns39XT0uOVU8xbXYf4dLRMU5DzPjRr33YS%2b%2boddFEYJZ62FRhcwtZwaKmL7pB99pYseRzUVBEsmfrcT0utkWk2z0NbvPqXKzeBlpsBDK6DAQ9ZfGvm%2faPPzQQC4BQhJZzC1NuryXoqk2lOGBw%2fO3CtWqo0a5z2Hh0uOntbN4rkTaMFXYNXq4HzVogZqNhpBx%2bTqLdrO4Js8NjSpXzP2dO9trvRMi%2bND39DsdTtDkqf10X6S%2bKOLnlLghDFulbX6REXxFkQz%2bGAkGZOPt80hb5WtnqpX1S8suhyq48cDkxrQMLNBl6UUM7aiDIW9l1rYYuPy9V7w1iRo6vcBMy16000fvXpB6c47vDO1xdiDoZVEIqT%2beI9h16jD26711%2f1yLwpojs3vNlt1Z6y%2f7ySRw%3d%3d
https://www.robeco.com/docm/pros-cgf-united-kingdom-en.pdf
https://www.troweprice.com/literature/public/country/lu/language/en/literature-type/prospectus/sub-type/sicav
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Appendix 3 - Principal adverse impacts of investment decisions on 

sustainability factors 

As outlined earlier FIL Life Ireland offers insured pension products (Life policy) by way of an 

investment solution for International Retirement Savings Plans and Pan European Institutions for 

Occupational Retirement Provision.  Through the Life policy, FIL Life Ireland provides the IRSPs and 

IORPs access to life funds on the FIL Life Ireland Platform.  The Life funds invest in underlying Funds 

with several external Fund Managers.    

 

In this section we have provided links to those managers statements on due diligence policies where 

they consider principal adverse impacts of investment decisions on sustainability factors. 

 

LINK TO FUND MANAGER PROSPECTUS 

Aberdeen Standard 

Alliance Bernstein (AB) 

BlackRock Global Funds & BlackRock Global Index Funds 
 

Fidelity 

Franklin Templeton 

Fulcrum 

HSBC 

Legg Mason 

MFS 

Ninety One 

PIMCO 

Robeco 

T Rowe Price 

 

The full list of funds available per scheme can be accessed within PlanViewer, and the prospectuses 

provided by the links above are for all funds under the respective fund managers, not just the ones 

available on PlanViewer. 

If the links do not work automatically, please copy and paste the link directly into the browser. 

 

 

  

https://www.abrdn.com/docs?editionid=f324e842-dfbd-49d4-ac32-126e3dc41d4e
https://www.alliancebernstein.com/funds/abii/documents/Prospectus/Prospectus-AB-SICAV-I-EN.pdf
https://www.blackrock.com/uk/individual/literature/prospectus/blackrock-global-funds-prospectus-emea-en.pdf
https://www.blackrock.com/uk/intermediaries/literature/prospectus/blackrock-global-index-funds-prospectus-emea-en.pdf
https://www.fidelityinternational.com/legal/documents/FF/en/pr.ff.en.xx.pdf
https://www.franklintempleton.lu/download/en-lu/common/h6fjq4nh/Franklin-Templeton-Shariah-Funds-Prospectus-February-28-2021.pdf
https://www.fulcrumasset.com/uploads/2022/01/267b7a421d455baa1edbc2ac345481c0/prospectus-fulcrum-ucits-sicav-september-2021.pdf
https://www.assetmanagement.hsbc.co.uk/en/institutional-investor/fund-centre/lu0466842654?t=5
https://www.franklintempleton.co.uk/download/en-gb/PROSPECTUS/ab4a1343-b325-4d94-a7a9-727679dbc92a/prospectus-main-lmgf-en-gb.pdf
https://www.mfs.com/content/dam/mfs-enterprise/mfscom/products/prospectus/fcp_uk_cpro.pdf
https://ninetyone.com/-/media/documents/prospectus/91-gsf-under-luxembourg-law-prospectus-en.pdf
https://www.pimco.co.uk/handlers/displaydocument.ashx?c=G7096Y207&wd=Prospectus&fn=GIS%20Prospectus%20UK.pdf&id=EQXlhGSekxemCYSs3fQRQMOnXKMRAz0b%2fKW%2f%2fESFJlVcfgDne7cASaugFx3g6qZNesns39XT0uOVU8xbXYf4dLRMU5DzPjRr33YS%2b%2boddFEYJZ62FRhcwtZwaKmL7pB99pYseRzUVBEsmfrcT0utkWk2z0NbvPqXKzeBlpsBDK6DAQ9ZfGvm%2faPPzQQC4BQhJZzC1NuryXoqk2lOGBw%2fO3CtWqo0a5z2Hh0uOntbN4rkTaMFXYNXq4HzVogZqNhpBx%2bTqLdrO4Js8NjSpXzP2dO9trvRMi%2bND39DsdTtDkqf10X6S%2bKOLnlLghDFulbX6REXxFkQz%2bGAkGZOPt80hb5WtnqpX1S8suhyq48cDkxrQMLNBl6UUM7aiDIW9l1rYYuPy9V7w1iRo6vcBMy16000fvXpB6c47vDO1xdiDoZVEIqT%2beI9h16jD26711%2f1yLwpojs3vNlt1Z6y%2f7ySRw%3d%3d
https://www.robeco.com/docm/pros-cgf-united-kingdom-en.pdf
https://www.troweprice.com/literature/public/country/lu/language/en/literature-type/prospectus/sub-type/sicav
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Appendix 4 - The manner in which disclosures are integrated into 

investment decisions by the Fund Managers accessible through the 

FIL Life Ireland Platform 

 

The relevant information for each fund manager can be accessed by following the relevant links. 

LINK TO FUND MANAGER PROSPECTUS 

Aberdeen Standard 

Alliance Bernstein (AB) 

BlackRock Global Funds & BlackRock Global Index Funds 
 

Fidelity 

Franklin Templeton 

Fulcrum 

HSBC 

Legg Mason 

MFS 

Ninety One 

PIMCO 

Robeco 

T Rowe Price 

 

Funds that promote environmental or social characteristics (referred to as article 8 funds) are 

subject to stricter sustainable requirements described in Appendix 5. 

The full list of funds available per scheme can be accessed within PlanViewer, and the prospectuses 

provided by the links above are for all funds under the respective fund managers, not just the ones 

available on PlanViewer. 

If the links do not work automatically, please copy and paste the link directly into the browser. 

 

 

  

https://www.abrdn.com/docs?editionid=f324e842-dfbd-49d4-ac32-126e3dc41d4e
https://www.alliancebernstein.com/funds/abii/documents/Prospectus/Prospectus-AB-SICAV-I-EN.pdf
https://www.blackrock.com/uk/individual/literature/prospectus/blackrock-global-funds-prospectus-emea-en.pdf
https://www.blackrock.com/uk/intermediaries/literature/prospectus/blackrock-global-index-funds-prospectus-emea-en.pdf
https://www.fidelityinternational.com/legal/documents/FF/en/pr.ff.en.xx.pdf
https://www.franklintempleton.lu/download/en-lu/common/h6fjq4nh/Franklin-Templeton-Shariah-Funds-Prospectus-February-28-2021.pdf
https://www.fulcrumasset.com/uploads/2022/01/267b7a421d455baa1edbc2ac345481c0/prospectus-fulcrum-ucits-sicav-september-2021.pdf
https://www.assetmanagement.hsbc.co.uk/en/institutional-investor/fund-centre/lu0466842654?t=5
https://www.franklintempleton.co.uk/download/en-gb/PROSPECTUS/ab4a1343-b325-4d94-a7a9-727679dbc92a/prospectus-main-lmgf-en-gb.pdf
https://www.mfs.com/content/dam/mfs-enterprise/mfscom/products/prospectus/fcp_uk_cpro.pdf
https://ninetyone.com/-/media/documents/prospectus/91-gsf-under-luxembourg-law-prospectus-en.pdf
https://www.pimco.co.uk/handlers/displaydocument.ashx?c=G7096Y207&wd=Prospectus&fn=GIS%20Prospectus%20UK.pdf&id=EQXlhGSekxemCYSs3fQRQMOnXKMRAz0b%2fKW%2f%2fESFJlVcfgDne7cASaugFx3g6qZNesns39XT0uOVU8xbXYf4dLRMU5DzPjRr33YS%2b%2boddFEYJZ62FRhcwtZwaKmL7pB99pYseRzUVBEsmfrcT0utkWk2z0NbvPqXKzeBlpsBDK6DAQ9ZfGvm%2faPPzQQC4BQhJZzC1NuryXoqk2lOGBw%2fO3CtWqo0a5z2Hh0uOntbN4rkTaMFXYNXq4HzVogZqNhpBx%2bTqLdrO4Js8NjSpXzP2dO9trvRMi%2bND39DsdTtDkqf10X6S%2bKOLnlLghDFulbX6REXxFkQz%2bGAkGZOPt80hb5WtnqpX1S8suhyq48cDkxrQMLNBl6UUM7aiDIW9l1rYYuPy9V7w1iRo6vcBMy16000fvXpB6c47vDO1xdiDoZVEIqT%2beI9h16jD26711%2f1yLwpojs3vNlt1Z6y%2f7ySRw%3d%3d
https://www.robeco.com/docm/pros-cgf-united-kingdom-en.pdf
https://www.troweprice.com/literature/public/country/lu/language/en/literature-type/prospectus/sub-type/sicav
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Appendix 5 - Funds promoting environmental or social characteristics 

Certain funds offered through the Platform promote environmental or social characteristics under 
Article 8 of the Regulations and details of the fund series are set out below. You can find the full list of 
Article 8 funds under Appendix 1. 
 

Fidelity Sustainable Family Range 

Fidelity Sustainable Family is a dedicated fund range exhibiting enhanced sustainable characteristics 

and this is noted in the investment objective of the relevant funds.  The following fund series available 

on the Platform are part of the Fidelity Sustainable Family. 

 

1 FF - Sustainable Asia Equity Fund 

2 FF - Sustainable Euro Cash Fund 

3 FF - Sustainable Europe Equity Fund 

4 FF - Sustainable Eurozone Equity Fund 

5 FF - Sustainable Global Equity Fund 

6 FF - Sustainable Japan Equity Fund 

7 FF - Sustainable Multi Asset Income Fund 

8 FF - Sustainable Climate Bond Fund 

9 FF - Sustainable Strategic Bond Fund 

10 FF - Sustainable US Dollar Cash Fund 

11 FF - Sustainable US Equity Fund 

12 FF - Sustainable Water & Waste Fund 
 

All the funds in the Fidelity Sustainable Family comply with the Fidelity Sustainable Family Framework, 

as detailed below. Fund specific additional requirements and exclusions will also be set out in the 

relevant investment objective, where applicable. The Investment Manager for funds in the Fidelity 

Sustainable Family also has discretion to implement additional sustainable requirements and 

exclusions having regard to their applicable investment process from time to time.  Please refer to 

here for further disclosures relating to the Sustainable Family Fund range 

 

Fidelity Sustainable Family Framework 

- A minimum of 70% of a fund’s net assets are invested in securities deemed to maintain 

sustainable characteristics. 

• Sustainable characteristics are defined by reference to a combination of different 

measurements such as ESG ratings provided by external agencies or Fidelity 

Sustainability Ratings. Further details on the methodology applied are set out in the 

relevant prospectus here and may be updated from time to time. 

• A maximum of 30% of a fund’s net assets are allowed in issuers that are not deemed 

to maintain sustainable characteristics in accordance with the criteria above, but 

which demonstrate improving sustainable indicators. Improving sustainable 

indicators are issuers classified as such through the trajectory outlook of Fidelity 

Sustainability Ratings or issuers which in the view of the Investment Manager 

demonstrate the potential for improvement through the implementation and 

execution of a formal engagement plan. The criteria used to determine this reference 

rating may change over time and will be updated accordingly. 

https://www.fidelityinternational.com/legal/documents/FF/en/pr.ff.en.xx.pdf
https://www.fidelityinternational.com/legal/documents/FF/en/pr.ff.en.xx.pdf
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- Funds adhere to an enhanced principle-based exclusion policy incorporating both norms-

based screening and negative screening of certain sectors, companies or practices based on 

specific ESG criteria to be determined by the Investment Manager from time to time.  

• The norms-based screening includes issuers which the Investment Manager considers 

have failed to conduct their business in accordance with accepted international norms, 

including as set out in the United Nations Global Compact. 

• The negative screening includes issuers which have exposure, or ties, to: 

▪ controversial weapons (biological, chemical, incendiary weapons, depleted 

uranium, non-detectable fragment, blinding lasers, cluster munitions, 

landmines and nuclear weapons);  

▪ production of conventional weapons (a weapon of warfare which is not 

nuclear, chemical or biological in nature); 

▪ production of semi-automatic firearms intended for sale to civilians or sale of 

semi-automatic firearms to civilians; 

▪ tobacco production, retailing, distribution, and licensing; or 

▪ thermal coal extraction and power generation provided that such will be 

permitted issuers where the revenue share from renewable energy activities 

exceeds the revenue share from thermal coal activities or where the issuer 

has made an effective commitment to a Paris Agreement aligned objective 

based on approved science-based targets or alignment with a transition 

pathway Initiative scenario or a reasonably equivalent public commitment.  

The Investment Manager may apply revenue thresholds for more refined screens.  

- Through the investment management process, the Investment Manager aims to ensure that 

investee companies follow good governance practices. 

The Fidelity Sustainable Family range offers two investment categories: ‘Sustainable Focused’ and 

‘Sustainable Thematic’. Typically, the Sustainable Focused funds will actively seek to select companies 

that are higher sustainability performers relative to peers with reference to MSCI ESG Ratings and 

Fidelity Sustainability Ratings, while the Sustainable Thematic funds will invest across sectors relating 

to a common theme with a long-term investment horizon by aiming to address sustainability 

challenges.  
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Other Fidelity International funds promoting environmental or social characteristics 

Further funds offered by Fidelity available on the FIL Life Ireland Platform promote environmental or 

social characteristics. 

 

These funds fall within the Fidelity Sustainable Investing Framework. In these cases, the Investment 

Manager considers a wide range of environmental and social characteristics on an ongoing basis for 

each fund, as set out below or in each relevant fund’s investment objective, but the Investment 

Manager has the discretion to implement enhanced, stricter sustainable characteristics and exclusions 

from time to time.  

• A minimum of 50% of a fund’s net assets are invested in securities deemed to maintain 

sustainable characteristics 

- Sustainable characteristics are defined by reference to a combination of different 

measurements such as ESG ratings provided by external agencies or Fidelity 

Sustainability Ratings. Further details on the methodology applied are set out at 

[link] and may be updated from time to time.  

• The norms-based screening includes issuers which the Investment Manager considers have 

failed to conduct their business in accordance with accepted international norms, including 

as set out in the United Nations Global Compact. 

 

• All funds managed by the Investment Manager are subject to a firm-wide exclusions list, 

which includes, but is not limited to, cluster munitions and anti-personnel landmines.  

 

• Through the investment management process, the Investment Manager aims to ensure that 

investee companies follow good governance practices. 

 

Please refer here for further information relating to the above funds. 

  

https://www.fidelityinternational.com/legal/documents/FF/en/pr.ff.en.xx.pdf
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Appendix 6 - Remuneration Policy Statement 
In this Appendix we have included an extract from FIL Life Ireland’s Remuneration Statement which 

highlights how the statement is consistent with the integration of sustainability risks. 

Regulatory Considerations 

As a financial services business operating in Europe, FIL and its subsidiaries are subject to multiple 

European regulations on remuneration. The FIL RemCo receives regular updates on material 

regulatory developments which may impact remuneration structure or practice to understand FIL’s 

obligations in this area. 

FIL’s Remuneration Policy, and its implementation, is reviewed at least annually by the FIL RemCo to 

ensure that it remains aligned to the Group’s risk framework, business strategy and long-term 

interests of clients, and complies with the relevant requirements. The latest review was conducted in 

October 2019 and changes introduced within this policy document are with reference to the 

improvements made to the Performance Management and Compensation Review at FIL during 2019. 

Any employees of the firm and its subsidiaries, designated as “material risk takers” (also referred to 

as “Identified Staff”) are governed by more prescriptive rules in respect of their compensation, 

including the structure of their variable compensation. Individuals are categorised as Identified Staff 

following the criteria set out by the European Banking Authority under the Capital Requirements 

Directive IV (“CRD IV” and “CRD IV Identified Staff”) and the guidance set out by the European 

Securities and Markets Authority under the Undertakings for Collective Investment in Transferable 

Securities Directive (“UCITS V” and UCITS V Identified Staff) and the Alternative Investment Fund 

Management Directive (“AIFMD” and “AIFMD Identified Staff”). This Identified Staff group is reviewed 

on an ongoing basis and Identified Staff are notified of their status and the impact on their 

remuneration structure. 

Sustainable Finance Disclosure Regulation Consideration 

FIL’s approach to remuneration has always been designed to support the long-term business interests 

of FIL shareholders (which in turn are based on delivering value to our customers over the long term), 

to reflect the asset management risk model and to deliver long-term sustainability. This model is 

consistently applied locally to each subsidiary entity in our international network. FIL’s compensation 

approach: 

• is globally consistent, underpinned by a common philosophy and guiding principles which is 

overseen and supervised by the Remuneration Committee. 

• is consistent with and promotes effective risk management, including (amongst other things) 

sustainability risks. 

• is consistent with the interests of both our clients and our shareholders. 

• is in line with business results. 

FIL’s compensation structures are designed to align the interests of its portfolio managers with the 

interests of the strategies they manage and that of the clients. A large part of Portfolio Manager 

remuneration is aligned to the performance of their strategies. Individual performance is measured 

over a longer-term duration (typically over 3 to 5 years) which incorporates an evaluation of measures 

of sustainability, balanced view on the investment process followed, long term investment 

performance delivered for our clients and several other financial and non-financial measures.  We 

consider sustainability risks including (amongst other things) compliance with applicable policies, fund 

governance requirements and procedures, including our disclosures in relation to sustainability risks. 
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IMPORTANT INFORMATION 
This information must not be reproduced or circulated without prior permission.  

This material is not an invitation to subscribe for shares in an investment nor is it to be construed as 
an offer to buy or sell any financial instruments or insurance or pension products. None of the 
information provided constitutes, legal, tax or investment advice. The views expressed may no longer 
be current. Opinions or forecasts contained herein are subject to change without prior notice. Unless 
otherwise stated all views expressed are those of Fidelity. Fidelity refers to one or both of Fidelity 
International and Fidelity Investments. Fidelity International and Fidelity Investments are separate 
companies that operate in different jurisdictions through their subsidiaries and affiliates. All 
trademarks are the property of their respective owners. Any person considering an investment should 
seek independent advice. Investment involves risks and the value of investments may rise as well as 
fall.  

Issued by FIL Life Insurance (Ireland) DAC, regulated by the Central Bank of Ireland and authorised as 
a Life Assurance Undertaking pursuant to European Communities (Life Assurance) Framework 
Regulations 1994. Registered office is Georges Quay House, 43 Townsend Street, Dublin 2, D02 VK65, 
Ireland. Registered number 513819. 
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